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The authors are social workers and lawyers in an interprofessional setting providing legal
and social services to detained immigrants in deportation proceedings who have serious
mental health conditions. Drawing on direct experience working in the setting, as well as
survey responses and feedback from other involved providers, the authors (a) identify barriers
to self-care for social workers and lawyers that prevent them from effectively addressing
the effects of secondary trauma; (b) propose a relationship-centered framework that, as an
alternative to individualized practices of self-care, serves as a way to overcome those barriers;
and (c) apply that framework to a case example from their interprofessional setting. The
authors advocate for a relationship-centered,recovery-based approach to self-care to manage
trauma exposure responses for social workers and lawyers in their specific interprofessional
setting and for those working together in similar settings.
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The following story is a work of fiction
but reflects what we observed and expe-
rienced in our work with clients, lawyers,

and social workers. Thomas, an immigrant who
had lived in the United States for many years but
never gotten his paperwork in order, ended up
in his neighbor’s yard one day. When the neigh-
bor approached him, Thomas frantically told her
he was being framed and that the government was
after him.The neighbor asked Thomas to leave,but
he did not, requesting help instead. Not knowing
what to do, the neighbor called the police. When
they arrived,Thomas was frightened,believing that
they were the government agents who were track-
ing him. The neighbor asked the police to take
Thomas to a hospital. Instead, the police arrested
him for trespassing.When they ran his fingerprints,
they learned that he had an old, pending case in
immigration court.

Thomas lived in an area where the police
share information with Immigration and Cus-
toms Enforcement (ICE). So when he was ordered
released from jail on his own recognizance, he was
immediately transferred to ICE custody at a nearby
immigration detention center.After weeks of wait-
ing, Thomas saw an immigration judge (IJ) and

gave a passionate explanation about how he had
been framed by government agents. But he had
trouble answering many of the IJ’s basic questions
about his life and his case.The IJ ordered an evalua-
tion by a psychologist, which showed that Thomas
was impaired by a serious mental health condition.
The IJ appointed a nonprofit legal services agency
to represent and assist Thomas in his case.

Several weeks later, a social worker named
Cristina and a lawyer named Michael came to visit
him.Thomas was happy to see them—he had been
detained for months and had been in and out of the
facility’s segregation unit—but was unable to pro-
vide contact information for any family or friends.
He told Cristina and Michael that he refused to
take the “poison pills” that the jail doctors tried to
give him and that he did not understand why he
had to go to immigration court. Thomas said he
hated being locked up and that his thoughts were
really weighing on him.

The immigration detention system in which
Thomas found himself is an extension of the mass
incarceration system in the United States. ICE has
the power to arrest, detain, and deport individu-
als it alleges do not have lawful status. A minor-
ity of these individuals (American Civil Liberties
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Union [ACLU], 2014) are entitled to a hearing
in the immigration court system, a national net-
work of administrative courts run by the Executive
Office for Immigration Review, which is part of
the U.S. Department of Justice. In this system, an
IJ hears the case and a trained ICE lawyer always
prosecutes the case for the government, but immi-
grants have no right to a lawyer unless they can hire
one. Accordingly, most detained immigrants like
Thomas go through immigration court without
legal help and, thus, are more likely to be deported
(Berberich & Siulc, 2018).

A 2010 legal case, Franco-Gonzalez v. Holder,
10-CV-02211 DMG (DTBx) (C.D. Cal. 2011),
marked a significant change to this system.Franco-
Gonzalez successfully argued that going through
immigration court without legal representation
was particularly unfair for detained people with
serious mental health conditions and that such
people were entitled to representation as an
accommodation to ensure basic fairness in immi-
gration court. We are among the social workers
and lawyers who provide legal and social services
to this vulnerable population pursuant to Franco-
Gonzalez v. Holder and related policies.

Given this adversarial, high-stakes setting and
the population’s vulnerability, questions of sec-
ondary trauma and self-care are urgent. The terms
“secondary trauma” and “self-care” are amor-
phous concepts with competing definitions. Gen-
erally, secondary trauma refers to indirect exposure
to another’s direct experience of trauma, such as
a client’s retelling of their experience of violence
(Newell & MacNeil, 2010). Following the trauma
stewardship approach outlined by Van Dernoot
Lipsky and Burk (2009) in Trauma Stewardship, this
article uses an expanded conception of secondary
trauma to include environmental, organizational,
and societal factors that tend to mitigate or exacer-
bate trauma exposure responses.With this concep-
tion of secondary trauma in mind, by self-care we
refer to the practices providers use to (a) effectively
address trauma exposure responses and thereby (b)
enhance the sustainability of their direct client
work.

The necessity of a relationship-based framework
for self-care is particularly apparent in this inter-
professional setting. Detained immigrants dealing
with mental illness are often impaired by chronic,
severe, and untreated mental health conditions;
have frequently suffered stigma and violence; and

often lack family or other support networks in the
United States or their potential country of depor-
tation.Many are detained in remote facilities oper-
ated by private incarceration companies, includ-
ing CoreCivic and GEO Group, where punitive
use of segregation as a response to mental ill-
ness is frequent and repeated incidents of self-
harm have been widely and frequently reported
(Disability Rights California, 2019;Human Rights
Watch, ACLU, National Immigrant Justice Cen-
ter, & Detention Watch Network, 2018; Sacchetti,
2018).

Amid these pressures, social workers and lawyers
must represent clients in complex immigration
legal cases. They attempt to reconnect clients to
frayed social supports, advocate for quality men-
tal health treatment within a detention system
deliberately indifferent to their needs, and find
community-based behavioral health services for
released clients who lack insurance and have lim-
ited eligibility for public benefits.Meanwhile, law-
yers and social workers face court-imposed, arbi-
trary time constraints, high caseloads, and lim-
ited resources, all against the backdrop of society’s
dehumanizing biases against immigrants, people
with criminal convictions, and people with mental
illness. As one provider has remarked, “Sometimes
this can feel like a legal emergency room”(Anony-
mous, 2018).

BARRIERS TO SELF-CARE
The literature on our interprofessional setting is
sparse. Collaborations between social workers and
lawyers have been described in the context of
legal aid (Barton & Byrne, 1975), public defend-
ers (Buchanan & Nooe, 2017; Senna, 1975), elder
law (Bassuk & Lessem, 2001), child welfare (St.
Joan, 2001), and some aspects of immigration law
(M. S. Silver & Burack, 2005). These articles de-
scribe different models of social work–legal part-
nerships and identify methods of navigating dual
professional obligations (St. Joan, 2001). The chal-
lenges of working across professions have been
identified in the context of isolated programs and
indicate the need for more empirical evidence on
the effectiveness and cost-efficiency of holistic rep-
resentation by lawyers and social workers (Bas-
suk & Lessem, 2001; Buchanan & Nooe, 2017).
Perceptions and practice of self-care in these set-
tings, however, are not regularly addressed in the
literature.
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Given the scant extant relevant scholarship, this
article relies on triangulation of several sources
of qualitative, primary data to identify barriers to
self-care in our interprofessional setting, includ-
ing our experience as participant observers, par-
ticipant responses to pilot secondary trauma pre-
vention trainings conducted with lawyers and legal
staff providing direct services, and notes about par-
ticipant comments and questions during a video-
conferenced national training with providers led
by the authors. In addition, following that train-
ing, we conducted an electronic survey using a
purposive sample (N = 44) of anonymized col-
league providers in our national interprofessional
network. (The questionnaire was sent to all sub-
scribers of the networks’ Listserv; even those who
did not participate in the training were invited
to participate.) The survey posed six open-ended
questions about the quality of the training, atti-
tudes and feelings about the importance of self-
care to effective legal and social work practice, the
appropriateness of the term “self-care,” individual
self-care behaviors, and perceptions of organiza-
tional impediments to self-care practice.

Five thematic barriers to self-care emerged from
the survey and other sources of data: (1) differ-
ences in professional education, theoretical orien-
tations, and practice approaches of social work-
ers and lawyers; (2) workplace culture and lack of
organizational support for self-care; (3) the inher-
ent sense of urgency in relationships with vulner-
able clients; (4) macro-level injustices affecting the
served population; and (5) the effects of singular or
compounded systems of oppression on staff seek-
ing to engage in self-care.

Differences in Professional Education,
Theoretical Orientations, and Practice
Approaches
Social work education comprises multiple frame-
works that are ideally suited to work with the vul-
nerable client population of our interprofessional
setting, including systems theory, cultural compe-
tence, and the strengths perspective (Boys, Hagan,
& Voland, 2011), as well as empathetic listening,
crisis intervention, and other interpersonal tools
about which law students typically receive little
instruction (Coleman, 2001; M. A. Silver, Portnoy,
& Koh Peters, 2015). Indeed, in reaction to train-
ings given to our national interprofessional net-
work on the recovery model and basic clinical

skills for communicating with clients with mental
health conditions, lawyers have frequently objected
that they “are not therapists.” Weinstein (1999)
suggested that such resistance to skills from other
disciplines may result from “the narrow focus and
confined boundaries of linear thinking that define
traditional law practice” (p. 340).

The two professions’ perspectives on client rela-
tionships also diverge.Summarizing Bell and Daley,
Walsh (2012) explained that “while lawyers have
an instructive, representational, and deliberate rela-
tionship with their clients, social workers use their
relationship with the client to resolve problems
through consensus” (p. 755). The importance of
human relationships as a vehicle for change is a core
ethical principle of social work (National Associ-
ation of Social Workers, 2017). Meanwhile, legal
education focuses on analytical thought with an
intensity that “divorces law students from their
feelings” (Aiken & Wizner, 2003, p. 73) and deval-
ues the awareness of emotional issues that is essen-
tial to working with others (Boys, Quiring, Harris,
& Hagan, 2015).

These differences in approaches to client rela-
tionships are formative for a lawyer or social
worker thinking about their role. For example,
some providers have noted a tendency for lawyers
to develop a “savior” complex—an outsized esti-
mation of the lawyer’s importance in the client’s
life. This may be a legacy of law school education,
which Voyvodic and Medcalf (2004) character-
ized as “isolating, competitive, exclusive, and self-
aggrandizing” (p. 125)—features that may carry
over to law practice settings and impede self-care.
Relatedly, lawyers generally define success as win-
ning cases (Barton & Byrne,1975).This outcomes-
oriented focus may make apparent “failure” much
more devastating to lawyers, again impeding self-
care. Social workers, in contrast, measure process-
oriented growth and development (Barton &
Byrne, 1975). Even if the desired outcome in the
legal case was not attained, a client’s experience of
a relationship of trust or being heard is itself con-
sidered a success and valuable.

Differences in professional education also influ-
ence how social workers and lawyers understand
and practice self-care, beginning with whether the
topic is even discussed. Within our interprofes-
sional network, social workers often recall that
their graduate education abounded with reminders
of the importance of self-care for effective and
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sustainable practice, and instruction about recog-
nizing and responding to secondary trauma.Mean-
while, lawyers report learning little or nothing
about these concepts in law school.

Workplace Culture and Lack of
Organizational Support for Self-Care
To gauge structural barriers to the practice of self-
care in our interprofessional setting, the recent sur-
vey of the national network of providers asked,
“What is the biggest challenge to engaging in self-
care at your organization?” Most respondents cited
realities directly related to the nature of work in the
immigration court and detention systems: heavy
workloads, deadlines and time constraints, and too
much paperwork. Also identified as obstacles to
self-care were workplace norms, as well as orga-
nizational practices and attitudes that are cultural
or relational. For example, one respondent said,
“We also have a culture that overvalues a ‘head
down and keep fighting’ mentality, as opposed to
honoring how painful this work can be” (Anony-
mous, 2018). Another referenced the difficulty of
setting workload boundaries when all staff mem-
bers are overburdened: “You feel bad because, if
you say ‘no,’ you know it falls on someone else that
is also overworked, that you care about” (Anony-
mous, 2018). And others lamented that their orga-
nizations failed to provide any meaningful support
for self-care: “For the most part, it is left to indi-
vidual employees to pursue separate and apart from
work” (Anonymous, 2018). In effect, most respon-
dents focused on discrete notions of self-care tied
to work realities, for example, the need to reduce
caseloads and work hours. Only a few framed self-
care around relationships—including relationships
with coworkers (regarding distribution of work)
and with the organizational management (regard-
ing lack of institutional support for self-care).

Sense of Urgency in Relationships with
Vulnerable Clients
Providers in our interprofessional network describe
an acute awareness of the dire straits of their clients,
one that can make the practice of self-care seem
infeasible and even inappropriate. Most clients
in this vulnerable population have experienced
some combination of the racism, violence, stigma,
neglect, and other deprivations that accompany
being poor, having a serious and usually untreated
mental illness, and experiencing repeated contact

with the criminal justice and immigration enforce-
ment systems. Those traumas are present and felt
in the client relationship. As one survey respon-
dent explained,

I think the term self-care can be conflated with
selfishness/indulgence,which feels uncomfort-
able to many providers who work towards
upholding the rights of their clients in a com-
pletely horrific system that strips them of the
ability to offer themselves self-care. (Anony-
mous, 2018)

Macro-Level Injustices Affecting the
Served Population
Related to the stress of individual clients’ situations
are the systems of oppression that define their envi-
ronments. Social workers and lawyers must face
the practical reality that their clients’ vulnerabili-
ties are often without sympathy or remedy under
immigration law; that immigration detention is a
setting that will make their clients get worse; and
that their clients, if deported to a country where
people with mental health conditions are targeted
for violence, may suffer serious harm or death.
Society’s dominant view of this vulnerable popula-
tion exacerbates trauma exposure responses. Soci-
ety dehumanizes racial minorities and immigrants,
people with criminal convictions, and people with
mental health conditions, and some clients—like
Thomas—have all three traits. Those doing this
work are confronted with the prejudice that their
clients deserve exile and are less than fully human.
The toll of these social forces undermines self-care,
even as providers reach for it. As a colleague put it,
“Doing yoga is not going to fix how we feel about
the injustices we face every day.The problem is the
injustices,not that we aren’t taking care of ourselves
well enough. But sometimes, it is both” (Anony-
mous, 2018).

Effects of Singular or Compounded
Systems of Oppression on Staff
The question of how the practice of self-care
may be affected by a provider’s race, gender, and
other identities is important. The self-care prac-
tice we propose is based on assuming an empathic
and authentic stance in relationships with clients.
Because this stance exists in challenge to the
dominant view—that self-care is an individual
matter, and that relationships with clients should
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be marked by professional distance and reliance on
narrow expertise—practitioners of our approach
may attract scrutiny and criticism from the dom-
inant view. Further research is warranted on the
challenges that providers with marginalized iden-
tities may experience while trying to engage
in relationship-based self-care. Such research is
best led, for example, by practitioners of color;
female and nonbinary, lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-
gender, queer, and trauma-surviving practition-
ers; and others who may face additional bar-
riers to relationship-based self-care imposed by
living in a society marked by white and male
supremacy.

Dominant Notion of Self-Care and the
Need for a Relationship-Centered
Framework
Too often the popular conception of self-care
is not framed around the client relationship, but
instead around discrete, individual practices sepa-
rate from that relationship. For example, our sur-
vey of providers also asked, “What is the most
effective step you take towards self-care?” Only
two of 42 people who responded to the ques-
tion made any mention of the client relation-
ship, such as realizing that a client’s behavior is
not in their control or choosing to feel hopeful
for a client’s future despite the risks the person
faces (Anonymous, 2018). Remaining responses
focused on discrete actions to be taken by the
individual social worker or lawyer separate from
the client relationship, for example, getting more
exercise and sleep, taking time off, engaging in
hobbies, spending time with loved ones, going
for walks, and doing breathing exercises at lunch
(Anonymous, 2018).

Ultimately, this individualized notion of self-
care is inadequate. And perceptions that self-care
benefits only the provider—and, perhaps more
important, that the absence of self-care harms
only the provider—are dangerous. Self-care in the
broader sense of trauma stewardship can be an
integral, powerful part of a professional’s prac-
tice, whether the professional is an attorney or a
social worker. This type of self-care can (a) enable
healthy relationships with clients and (b) improve
the long-term sustainability and effectiveness of the
work.

The relationship-centered framework we pro-
pose here is rooted in the person-centered ap-

proach embedded in social work practice and
directly based on the work of recovery model the-
orist and practitioner Mark Ragins. Dr. Ragins has
highlighted the links between client–provider rela-
tionships, provider self-care, and client outcomes
for clients who have serious mental health con-
ditions (Ragins, 2004, 2011). He has advocated
that the principles of the recovery model also be
applied to organizational self-care (Ragins, 2014).
The core principle that informs this framework is
that a client relationship based on empathy,authen-
ticity, and unconditional positive regard will pro-
cess trauma more effectively, increase trust and col-
laboration, and thereby simultaneously reduce the
need for self-care and strengthen self-care practices.
This framework assumes the reality that neither
lawyers nor social workers can control outcomes,
the systemic injustices of the immigration system,
or what ultimately happens to a client when the
client leaves the immigration system, but that they
can control the quality of the relationship they cre-
ate in the time they share with the client.

APPLYING THE RELATIONSHIP-CENTERED
FRAMEWORK
One of the most common questions that arise
for providers in our interprofessional network is,
“I’m constantly exposed to trauma from my clients.
How do I deal with my feelings?” Attorneys and
social workers may ask this question from distinct
professional conceptual structures and have differ-
ent skills and tools to respond to it. However, we
argue that regardless of profession, this question
should be answered through a relationship-based
framework.

To explore this,we return to our client,Thomas;
his social worker, Cristina; and his lawyer, Michael.
Although hypothetical, the step-by-step frame-
work below is a distillation of our years of expe-
rience working with this client population and
colleagues in our interprofessional network. The
framework has been created, refined, and tested in
practice through conversations, both among peers
and between agencies and program administra-
tors (including one of this article’s authors, who is
the national director of the interprofessional net-
work); during phone, video, and in-person train-
ings over approximately four years; across more
than 20 different agencies; and on a nation-
wide scale. The following scenario is indicative of
questions, dynamics, and responses observed many
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times. The authors also recognize that a more rig-
orous empirical study of this framework is a prior-
ity and call for the same.

Michael and Cristina split up the work of repre-
senting Thomas. They took turns visiting Thomas
at the detention center; Michael was focused on
his legal case, and Cristina was trying to advocate
for mental health care in the detention center and
plan postrelease placement services. Unfortunately,
things were not going well, and Thomas had now
been detained for eight months. Michael had con-
ducted legal research and concluded that Thomas
would be lucky if he could get voluntary depar-
ture (VD), a form of relief that would allow him to
avoid an order of deportation and perhaps return
to the United States in the future. But Thomas did
not want VD, fearing that it was a setup by govern-
ment agents who were tracking him. Michael had
also received a packet of what looked like inter-
esting legal research from Thomas, who read vora-
ciously, but Michael had not had time to review
it. After Michael had talked to Thomas about VD
three times, Thomas expressed frustration and was
now refusing to see Michael.

Cristina was also hitting a wall. The medical
team at Thomas’s jail would not answer her calls,
and the ICE agent in charge of Thomas’s case was
unwilling to help, saying it was not his job.Cristina
could tell that Thomas was steadily decompen-
sating and that it was affecting his willingness to
talk with her and Michael. Thomas had also told
Cristina that he was seeing people in the jail who
he knew had already died. Cristina had no luck
locating family or friends who could help pay a
bond, much less find anywhere Thomas could live
if released on bond.

In their weekly check-in with their agency’s
legal director, Michael expressed irritation with
Thomas for refusing to see to him. He also com-
plained about how tired he was and said he needed
to have some less-demanding cases.Cristina shared
that she also was feeling overwhelmed. She was
juggling three clients like Thomas who were iso-
lated, and she was their only contact with the out-
side world. She felt that it was her responsibility
to find housing for Thomas so that he could get a
bond, because Michael was dealing with so many
legal complications. Cristina recognized that she
was starting to feel hopeless. She resolved to go
for a run and take some “me time” when she got
home. (One of the additional challenges to self-

care is that supervision in legal services agencies
is provided predominantly by lawyers or advocates
in a management role, who may not have train-
ing in providing supervision that is focused on the
client relationship (as would normally be offered in
a social work setting). (Although two of the authors
hold joint MSW/JDs, supervision that is focused
on the client relationship is not common within
our interprofessional network.) The agency’s legal
director,Maria, a seasoned advocate trained to pro-
vide supervision in the relationship-based frame-
work, used the following six recovery principles to
guide her conversation with Michael and Cristina:

1. Re-center the question of self-care in the
client relationship:Maria prompted Cristina and
Michael to realize that the vexation they were feel-
ing flowed, in large part, from their relationship
with Thomas, and that self-care had to be cen-
tered within that relationship,too.Although having
less-demanding cases and getting some “me time”
might also be important for self-care, the place to
start was with Thomas, by exploring their feelings
directly with him.

2. Normalize the experience of being af-
fected by a client’s trauma: Maria reminded
Michael and Cristina that it is natural to be affected
by the emotional content “put out” by clients.
Thomas was locked up, isolated, afraid, and frus-
trated. He was understandably traumatized by his
experience, and that trauma would naturally be
felt in the relationships with his providers. Maria
stressed that as professionals working with trau-
matized populations in traumatizing settings, they
would often feel such an impact, but that this was
normal.

3. Reiterate the risks—to self-care and to the
client’s well-being—of society’s dominant
approach of reacting to a client’s trauma
with avoidance, rejection, and retreat: Maria
reminded Michael and Cristina that the emo-
tional content they were feeling from Thomas
was real, normal, and demanded a relationship-
based response. Maria reiterated that the domi-
nant approach from society and culture, profes-
sional codes, and other colleagues would counsel
retreat into distanced professional roles, avoiding
connection with Thomas’s feelings, and denying
the impact of Thomas’s trauma on their own emo-
tional selves. But, she said, such responses would
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make their self-care harder, not easier. Maria noted
that such disengagement could lead to maladaptive
coping responses that undermine self-care, includ-
ing anger, burnout, and substance abuse.Maria also
cautioned that like all people—with or without
mental illness—Thomas would easily detect any
refusal to authentically engage with him, which in
turn would erode his trust. Neither Cristina nor
Michael would be able to advocate effectively for
Thomas or engage in effective self-care without
having a relationship of empathy and trust with
him.

4. Urge leaning into the client relationship
with empathy, authentic connection, and
unconditional positive regard, to “feel your
heart go out to” the client (Ragins, 2015),
and to refocus on the client’s strengths: Maria
validated Cristina’s discouragement about the iso-
lation and decompensation that Thomas was expe-
riencing and her frustration at not being able to
help him more. She encouraged Cristina to share
those feelings with Thomas to build empathy.
Maria also encouraged Michael to share his frus-
tration with Thomas, but to do so in a way that
acknowledged and accepted Thomas’s desire to
not seek VD. She suggested that during his next
visit with Thomas, Michael could begin by ask-
ing Thomas what he would like to talk about and
then just listen to him. She reminded Michael
that empathetic listening would rebuild trust and
eventually point the way toward a legal strategy
that Thomas and Michael could pursue together.
Michael balked, saying that he was “not Thomas’s
therapist.” Maria responded that without reestab-
lishing rapport and trust with Thomas, Michael
would not be able to get to the legal work and
would continue to experience challenges to his
self-care. Michael then remembered Thomas’s
research and decided that would be a strengths-
based place to start.

5. Embrace the resistance; prioritize shared
resilience over safety: Maria ended her con-
versation with Cristina and Michael by acknowl-
edging that their task—to reengage with Thomas
through empathy and authentic connection—might
cause them to feel resistance, or a sense that estab-
lishing emotional rapport and trust would distract
them from the immediate casework at hand.Maria
also recognized that connecting with Thomas emo-

tionally, especially in his state, might feel risky or
unsafe, but that feeling “safe” and comfortable was
not the goal. The reality was that Thomas’s sit-
uation was difficult, taxing, and emotionally de-
manding, and might feel unsafe. But Michael and
Cristina needed to build shared resilience with
Thomas so they could face together the uncer-
tainty of his future.

6. Acknowledge that the relationship-based
approach, while powerful and necessary, is
not a panacea: Maria ended her supervision
with Michael and Cristina by recognizing that
practicing from a relationship-centered frame-
work is not a cure-all. She acknowledged that
it was not a replacement for reasonable work-
loads and apologized that caseloads were too high
because of recent funding cuts and staff depar-
tures. Maria also agreed that Thomas was a chal-
lenging client and that attempts over time to
engage him might be quite difficult or even fail,
but that taking such a risk was required to have a
chance at helping Thomas. Maria recognized too
that Michael’s and Cristina’s ability and willing-
ness to engage in this relationship-based frame-
work might be affected by their professional
training, their gender, their race, and their sexual
orientation. She also appreciated that her team was
young and,although their energy and commitment
were evident, Michael and Cristina were both rel-
atively new to this work.Maria knew that patience
with and encouragement of her new staff—itself
a type of relationship-based self-care at a manage-
ment level—would be essential to their success.

AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The social work profession can contribute to
the improved practice of self-care in this emer-
gent interprofessional setting through its center-
ing of relationships; use of strengths perspective;
and examination of the dynamics of power, priv-
ilege, and oppression in client, staff, and organi-
zational relationships. During the drafting of this
article and discussions within our interprofessional
network, we identified the need for more data
on self-care practices among social workers and
lawyers. In particular, further research is needed
on (a) how the policies and cultures of nonprofit
legal services organizations affect the practice of
self-care by social workers and lawyers; (b) how
to train managers at legal services agencies, many
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of whom have primarily legal training, to provide
supervision consistent with the relationship-based
framework; and (c) the relationship between priv-
ilege and self-care—specifically, how racism, sex-
ism, and other forms of discrimination affect the
ability of providers to engage in relationship-based
self-care. SW
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